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Thepaperpresentsananalyticmethodappliedforfindingtheapproximatesolution
of Stefan problem reduced to the one-phase solidification problem of a plate with
theaprioriunknown,andvaryingintime,boundaryoftheregioninwhichthesolu-
tion is sought. Proposed method is based on the known formalism of initial exten-
sion of a sought function describing the temperature field into the power series,
some coefficients of which can be determined with the aid of boundary conditions,
and also based on the approximation of a function defining the freezing front loca-
tion with the broken line, parameters of which can be obtained by solving the ap-
propriate differential equations. Results received by applying the proposed proce-
dure are compared with the results obtained using a classical numerical method
for solving the Stefan problem.
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Introduction
The paper presents a new analitical method for finding a solution of the one-phase
Stefan problem. The method is interesting especially from the engineer’s point of view because
of its simplicity and naturalness. It can be used for solving a selected class of problems which
can be expressed by means of a one-phase solidification problem of a plate with the a priori
unknown, varying in time, boundary of a region in which the solution is sought. The method
bases on a known formalism of initial extension of the sought function describing the tempera-
ture field into the power series, coefficients of which can be determined by using the boundary
conditions. TheprocessconsideredisdescribedastheStefanproblem.Stefanproblemisaname
of mathematical description of thermal processes in which the phase transition takes place. Ex-
amples of processes of that kind can be solidification of pure metals, melting of ice, freezing of
water, deep freezing offood articles and others [1, 2]. Solution ofthe Stefan problemconsists in
determination of the temperature distribution in considered region and in finding the freezing
front location under the assumption of knowing the initial and boundary conditions, as well as
the thermo-physical properties of examined environment.
Since determination of the exact solution of Stefan problem is possible only in some
1-D cases [3-5], in most considered cases finding the solution of Stefan problem reduces to ob-
tainingitsapproximation,lessormoreclosetotheexactone.Thereforetherearedeveloped var-
ious methods of approximate solution of the Stefan problem [6-10]. Except classical methods,
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* Corresponding author; e-mail: edyta.hetmaniok@polsl.plbased for example on the finite difference method, finite element method or boundary element
method, also the iteration methods, not requiring to discretize the examined region, appeared to
be effective, like the Adomian decomposition method or variational iteration method. In papers
[11, 12] the authors have used the Adomian method combined with the appropriate
minimizationprocedure fordeterminingtheapproximatesolution ofone-phase Stefanproblem,
whereas the application of variational iteration method in approximate solution of direct and in-
verse Stefan problem is discussed in paper [13]. Slightly different approach to the Stefan prob-
lem is showed in works [14, 15] where the investigated problem is first reduced to the problem
definedinaunitsquareandnextsuchtransformedtaskissolvedwiththeaidofvariational itera-
tion method. The same procedure is used in paper [16] for solution of 1-D moving boundary
problem with periodic boundary conditions. Another examples of application of the variational
iterationmethodcanbefoundinpapers[17,18]aswellasinreferencesincluded intheseworks.
Furthermore, Das and Rajeev in paper [19] have introduced an approximate analytic solution of
1-DStefan problem.Next, in paper [20] there ispresented the Stefan problemgoverned byfrac-
tional diffusion equation. Finally, forsolving equations ofsimilarkind the heat-balance integral
method can be proposed as well [21–23].
Stefan problem
Mathematicalmodeloftheone-phaseStefanproblemisexpressedbymeansofthefol-
lowing system of equations:
– heat conduction equation describing the field of varying in time and space temperature T in
the formed solid phase
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where x denotes the spatial variable, t – the time, x – the half of the plate thickness, t– the dura-
tion of the process, and j(t) is a function describing varying in time location of the freezing
front, it means
jx () () tx t  (2)
where x(t) denotes a function characterizing varying in time thickness of solidified layer and
x() 00  (3)
– condition of temperature continuity on the interface
Tt tT t t [( ) ,] , ( , ) * j  0  (4)
– condition of energy balance (Stefan condition) on the interface
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where l denotes the thermalconductivity, k describes the latent heat of fusion, and g is the mass
density;
– boundary condition of the first kind on the heat transfer surface
T(x,t ) = y(t), t  (0,t ) (6)
where y(t) denotes varying in time temperature of the plate surface.
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Method ofsolving theabove formulatedproblemisbasedontheappropriate represen-
tation ofthe function describing the predicted solution in the formofpowerseries.Inthis case it
is the following series:
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where Ai(t) denote the unknown functional coefficients depending on time. These coefficients
are determined by using eq. (1) together with conditions (4) and (5).
Relation (7) implies that:
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Substituting the respectively obtained formulas to eq. (1) we receive:
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Comparing the terms placed on the both sides of eq. (11) before expressions [x – x +
+ x(t)]i/ i!, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., we get:
     At t t a A t i ii i () () () () ,, , . . . xA 12 012 (12)
From conditions (4), (5), and (2) it results that:
A0(t)=T* (13)
At t 1() ()   gk
l
x (14)
HavingcoefficientsA0(t)andA1(t)wecandeterminetheremainingcoefficientsAi(t),i=
= 2, 3, ..., by using formula (12). We have:
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From this it follows that:
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and so on.
Except coefficient A0(t)all the other coefficients Ai(t),i=1,2,3,..., depend on the still
unknown function x(t), its powers and derivatives. One can try to determine function x with the
aid of condition (6):
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However, eq. (18) is so complicated that calculation of function x(t) in this way is im-
possible. Instead one can determine the approximate solutions by taking, for example, only two
or three first terms of the series placed on the left side of eq. (18).
Taking into account only two first terms we get the equation:
At At t t 01 () ()() ()  xy (19)
Hence, by substituting for A0(t) and A1(t) the values defined by relations (13) and (14)
we obtain differential equation:
Tt t t * ()() ()   
gk
l
xx y (20)
Assumptionstaken atthe beginning implythat function x(t)musthave onlynon-nega-
tive values and must satisfy eq. (3). These pieces of information suffice to determine uniquely
function x(t) by solving eq. (20), it means:
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Similarly, by taking only three first terms from the series placed on the left side of eq.
(18) we get the relation
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and next the differential equation:
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Solving differential eq. (23) under condition (3) we finally receive:
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Although formulas (21) and (24) define only the approximate thickness of solidified
layer,theycanbesuccessivelyappliedinpractise.Inparticularcasewhen y(t)=T0=constants,
t(0, t*), these formulas take very simple form:
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respectively.
To facilitate more the obtained formulas we can introduce another simplification con-
sisted in the assumption that function describing the freezing front location can be approximate
by the broken line
where jx () () tx t 
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easier:
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for i = 1, 2, .... On the grounds of these formulas we can construct function T(x, t) and by using
the boundary conditions wecan obtain function x(t)aswell. Inthe above formulasthe unknown
coefficients mj, j =0 ,1 ,2 ,...,appear which can be determined (even analytically) by using the
appropriate boundary condition.
Another examples of applying the investigated method and the method in which the
freezing front is approximated with the aid of broken line can be found in [24-27].
Numerical method
Results obtained by using the method introduced in the previous section are compared
with the results received by applying a numerical method intended for solving the Stefan prob-
lem [6, 28].
Letusassumethatafterk–1timesteps(inmomentoftimetk–1)theinterfaceislocated
innodexi–1.Nextweacceptthatafterthek-thtimestep(thatisinmomentoftimetk)oflengthDtk
the interface will be located in node xi. Condition of temperature continuity implies that in mo-
ment tkthe temperature in node xi will be equal to the solidification temperature T*. Thus we get
the heat conduction problem in interval [0, xi] with the known boundary conditions of the first
kind for x = 0 and x = xi, which must be solved. We also know the distribution of temperature in
the preceding step of time. In this way, by applying the boundary element method (or other ap-
propriate method) we can determine the temperature distribution in moment t k and, in conse-
quence,theheatfluxontheinterface.Determinedvaluesdependobviouslyonthelengthoftime
step Dtk, which is calculated iteratively by using, for this purpose, the Stefan condition ex-
pressed in discrete form
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At the beginning of each calculation stage we assume the initial length of time step
whichcanbe,forexample,equaltothefinallengthoftimestepobtainedinthepreviouscalcula-
tion stage. Next we determine the associated distribution of temperature in moment tk in region
[0, xi] and on this ground we calculate the heat flux on the interface, it means in point xi. Using
nowtheStefancondition wecorrectthelength oftimestepandwedetermineagainthetempera-
ture distribution in moment t k in region [0, xi]. Procedure of the time step correction is repeated
until the required accuracy will be obtained.
In presented calculations we used the boundary element method and the time step was
determinediteratively exactto0.001 s.Mostoftenthreeorfouriterations wereenough toobtain
the required precision.
Examples
Example 1. Let us assume that the material of solidifying plate of thickness 2x = 0.2 m
is characterized by the following parameters: density g = 7000 kg/m3, thermal conductivity co-
efficient l = 25 W/mK, specific heat c = 800 J/kgK, latent heat of fusion k = 247 kJ/kg, solidifi-
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transfer of heat between plate and environment
is described by means of condition (6) of the
first kind where function y has the form:
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Under such assumptions the considered
problem possesses the exact solution, which in
this case will be the thickness of solidified layer
x(t) described by relation:
x() t xt 
400
(28)
Comparison of reconstruction of the solidi-
fied layer thickness, obtained with the aid of
both methods presented in previous sections, is
displayed in fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the absolute
errors of reconstruction of the exact solution.
Obtained results indicate that both dis-
cussed methods are efficient – in both cases the
absolute errors calculated by using the known
form of analytic function x(t) describing the
sought thickness of solidified layer are very
small. Reconstruction of temperature distribu-
tion T(x, t) gives similarly satisfying results
which additionally confirms the usefulness of
considered methods.
In next examples the exact form of sought
function x is not known, that is why we are not
able to calculate the precise errors. Therefore
wewillonlycomparetheresultsreceivedbyus-
ing both methods. Basing on the conclusion
from the first example, the similar approximate
solutions will be treated as a premise to accept
both methods to be useful for solving problems of considered kind.
Example 2. Now let us suppose that the material of solidifying plate is characterized by the
same values of parameters as in example 1 and that the heat transfer between plate and environ-
ment is described by condition (6) of the first kind with function y of the form:
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Reconstruction of the thickness of solidified layer calculated by applying both dis-
cussed methods is presented in fig. 3. One can observe that obtained approximate solutions
cover which allows us to conclude that both reconstructions are correct.
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Figure 1. Reconstruction of the solidified layer
thickness in example 1
Figure 2. Absolute errors of reconstruction of
the solidified layer thickness in example 1; (a) –
for numerical method, (b) – for analytic methodExample3.Finallyweassumethatvaluesof
parameters describing the material of solidify-
ing plate are again the same as in examples 1
and 2, the heat transfer between plate and envi-
ronment is characterized by condition (6) of the
first kind, but now function y is of the follow-
ing form:
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Comparison of reconstruction of the solidi-
fied layer thickness obtained with the aid of an-
alytic and numerical methods is displayed in
fig. 4. Since the reconstructions almost cover,
which means that the results are very similar,
therefore we infer again that both methods can
be considered as useful in solving problems of
that kind.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented two meth-
ods used for solving the one-phase Stefan prob-
lem. First method is of the analytic nature and consists in extension of a function describing the
temperature field into the power series, coefficients of which are determined by solving appro-
priate differential equations constructed by using the boundary conditions. Second method is
typically numerical and is based on the boundary element method and special iteration proce-
dure serving for correction of the time step. Three examples presenting results obtained by ap-
plying these two procedures show that both methods are useful and effective. In the first exam-
ple the exact solution ofconsidered problemwasknown, therefore wecould calculate the errors
ofreconstruction ofthesolidifiedlayerthickness.Receivederrorsappearedtobeverysmall.On
this ground we posed a hypothesis that both methods are efficient which we tried to justify by
solving further problems. In two next examples we obtained very similar results which allowed
ustoconclude,eventhoughwedidnotknowtheexactsolution,thatbothdiscussedmethodscan
be successfully used for solving the one-phase Stefan problem.
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